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I’m one of the lucky ones - as an aspiring author, 

Nikki has helped me navigate what feels like an 

almost impenetrable landscape. She’s shown me 

kindness, given me advice, and as I continue to 

forge a career for myself in what is becoming 

an increasingly competitive industry, I know one 

person I won’t be competing against is Nikki. So 

when I was asked to interview my fellow Good 

On Paper contributor about her latest novel, I 

obviously jumped at the chance; more advice 

from an experienced novelist? Let me just grab 

my notepad… 

The Killing Files – published by HarperCollins/

Mira and due for release on June 2nd – is the 

second book in the popular Project Trilogy and 

is a continuation of the story that kept readers 

gripped throughout Subject 375 (previously 

titled, The Spider in the Corner of the Room). 

Without spoiling the story for those who have 

yet to read the first book, The Killing Files 

centres its attentions, once again, on Dr Maria 

Martinez, a Spanish plastic surgeon who, quite 

crucially, suffers from Asperger Syndrome. 

Naturally, one of the first aspects of books we 

discussed was the challenges Nikki faced in 

writing such a complex protagonist: “I was really 

conscious of the responsibility of it because 

what I didn’t want was to use it flippantly…I did a 

heck of a lot of research and I got to know a lot 

of people online with Asperger’s. The challenge 

was getting into that mind-set; a little bit of 

understanding goes a long way.”

For those of us yet to acquire a publishing deal 

for one book, let alone three, the complexities 

of writing the second book in a trilogy is a 

problem we can only hope to one day ponder 

over ourselves. And yet, as it turns out, it’s a 

much trickier issue than one might first assume, 

involving a careful balance in backstory and 

avoiding what Nikki describes as ‘bridge 

mentality’: “…I think a lot of writers who have 

written trilogies have said that you have to be 

really careful with that middle book that it’s not 

just a bridge from book one to book three. It’s 

got to stand alone; it can’t be just padding.”  

Now, in the midst of writing the third and final 

instalment, I was curious to know how attached 

Nikki had become to The Project Trilogy and if 

it was going to be difficult for the author to say 

goodbye to Maria, a character who has surely 

become her greatest fictional creation (so far): 

“I really do feel like I know her and every time I 

walk into the study, or wherever I end up writing 

about her, I’m like, ‘Hello, how you doing?’ She is 

very, very real to me because I’ve been living in 

her head for two or three years now…it’s going to 

be really weird to not be with her.”

With The Project Trilogy being translated into 

just under fifteen languages and the possibility 

of the books being developed into a television 

series by NBC, I think it’s fair to say that this 

unassuming novelist knows a thing or two 

about making it as a professional author. With 

this in mind, who better to teach a class of 

aspiring writers about the publication process 

than someone who has already been there? 

On Tuesday 26th July, Nikki will be conducting 

a course at Hawkwood College that aims 

to give writers the skills and understanding 

they need to make it as a professional author. 

From experienced writers with a completed 

manuscript to those dipping their toes into 

fictional waters for the first time, everyone can 

learn something from this exciting one-day 

course: “In the UK you need a literary agent 

really to get yourself a book deal, they’re the 

middle men, it’s a whole new area altogether and 

you’ve got to get things right…so the course will 

take writers through that step-by-step process.” 

Dedication, perseverance and understanding are 

just some of the lessons that can be learnt from 

spending time with Nikki, but perhaps the most 

important thing we, as both writers and people, 

can take away from our time with her is the 

importance of sharing: “My motto is ‘give to get’ 

you can’t get something and then put your arms 

around it and go ‘No, it’s all mine’. It’s important 

to share and I think the thing about writing 

especially is that it can be quite lonely and if we 

all talk and share our experiences and share our 

information, share our advice or just meet up, it 

helps with our writing because it helps with our 

wellbeing…I’ll always do that, whether I do well 

or not.”

The Killing Files is available from all good 

bookshops and online from June 2nd. For more 

information on Nikki’s course – How to Get Your 

Book Published – visit hawkwoodcollege.co.uk

Leah Grant is a writer and photographer with 

a keen interest in art and literature. On her 

blog, Bellyful of Art, you can find reviews of 

exhibitions, installations, dance performances 

and literary events as well as her own lovingly 

created pieces of short fiction artbellyful.

wordpress.com
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 ALE HOUSE

WEDS 1ST/8TH/15TH/22ND/29TH 

Rick Vick: Writing Group

A weekly writing group run by Stroud 
Festival’s Rick Vick. Discover your 
hidden voice, all welcome! 7-9pm £5 
for further information contact Rick on 
07973 225 694

 ATELIER

TUES 21ST 

Radio Cinema 

A sound event that will try to give 
another way to experience spoken-
word radio by lifting it out of its 
traditional settings and celebrating 
it in new and exciting ways.  – and 
to celebrate stories told by words 
and sounds. A listening event, lasting 
around an hour where you will listen to 
one of the many interesting podcasts 
available today and talk about our 
plans of forming a radio producing 
group…7pm £3

atelierstroud.co.uk 
 

 HAWKWOOD COLLEGE

WEDS 11TH MAY – WEDS 22ND 
JUN 

Fiona Longsdon: Creative Writing 
Toolkit

There are words and stories in 
abundance but what if getting them 
on the page was as simple as having 
the right tools with which to craft 
them? This six-week course, run in 
weekly sessions of 2½ hours, will 
get you writing beautiful and fluent 
prose, fire up your imagination and 
give you the confidence to write in 
an accomplished and uninhibited 
way. Suitable for beginners and those 
with some writing experience. Fiona 
Longsdon wrote for newspapers and 
magazines before turning to fiction. 
In 2013, she completed the Bath 
Spa Creative Writing MA and was 
shortlisted for the Janklow and Nesbit 
prize. She has read her work at Novel 
Nights, a Bristol based showcase for 
debut authors, and helped compile 
the shortlist for the 2015 Bath Short 
Story Award. She has now finished 
her first novel, Mother Love, and is 
currently writing her second x6 2 - 
hour sessions 9:30-11:30am £70 

hawkwoodcollege.co.uk

 VICTORIA WORKS STUDIOS

SAT 25TH 

Start A Novel With Kate 
Montgomery

Are you in a rut with your novel? Have 
you had a brilliant idea but can’t seem 
to put pen to paper? Are you hoping 
for a little inspiration to motivate your 
characters to life? If so, look no further. 
Come along and spend a couple of 
hours with Kate to get your creative 
juices flowing in the right direction. 
Kate writes for Good on Paper and 
spent a lot of years as a fiction 
buyer for Waterstone’s Booksellers. 
10am-12:30pm £25 per person 
– booking essential: bookings@
victoriaworksstudios.co.uk 

victoriaworksstudios.co.uk

 NEW BREWERY ARTS CENTRE

SAT 4TH 

Rona Laycock: Turning To Crime

A one day workshop exploring the 
crime genre: creating the villain and 
investigator, exploring settings and 
what to do with the rest of the cast. 
10am-4pm £75

SAT 28TH 

Rona Laycock: Writing For Radio

A one-day workshop that explores 
the medium of radio: working with 
dialogue and soundscape, scene 
setting, the pros and cons of writing 
for radio. 10am-4pm £75

TUES 28TH 

Writers in the Brewery with Mike 
Johnson

A regular event that takes place on the 
last Tuesday of the month in the cafe. 
Everyone is welcome to come along, 
share their ideas and writing or just 
enjoy meeting writers and listening 
to their fiction, poetry, articles and 
autobiographical writings. This 
month’s guest is Mike Johnson who’s 
poems have been published in many 
countries and featured in the Times. 
Mike has a PhD in poetic semiotics 
and currently teaches Creative Writing 
for the Open University 7-9pm £4 
(incl. free tea and coffee; other drinks 
at bar prices) 

newbreweryarts.org.uk
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THE S IGN OF ONE   
BY EUGENE LAMBERT 
 

The first in a trilogy by local debut author Eugene Lambert The 
Sign of One is science fiction thriller for young adults (and less 
young adults), published by Egmont UK. Visit egmont.co.uk for 
further information

‘A thrilling YA sci-fi 
adventure reminiscent of 
Hunger Games and Star 
Wars… a fantastic page-
turner with great characters 
in Kyle and Sky’

Booktrust

‘The language is lyrical and 
yet accessible, the plot 
intricate but satisfying. 
There is romance, period 
detail, and dark secrets. This 
book has TV adaptation 
written all over it! A great 
book-club read with loads 
to discuss’

The Cheltonian

THE SHADOW HOUR  
BY KATE R IORDAN 
 

Published by Penguin the Shadow Hour is a dual narrative, 
Gothic mystery, set in a big crumbling house on the outskirts of 
Cheltenham.  Visit kateriordan.com for further information on the 
Chalford based writer and journalist’s other highly popular historical 
fiction titles including the Girl in the Photograph and Birdcage Walk

OUT NOW OUT NOW

 VISIT GOODONPAPER.INFO/LITERATURE  

 TO READ AN EXCERPT OF NIKKI’S LATEST  

 BOOK IN THE PROJECT TRILOGY ‘THE  

 KILLING FILES’ 

 NIKKI OWEN IS THE KIND OF WRITER THAT  

 ALL WRITERS SHOULD ASPIRE TO BE;  

 NOT ONLY IS SHE A MASTER OF HER CRAFT,  

 BUT HER WILLINGNESS TO INFORM AND  

 INSPIRE OTHERS IS INSPIRATION IN ITSELF. 

’POWERFUL AND GRIPPING – AN 
ADRENALINE-FILLED THRILLER YOU 
WON’T FORGET’  

SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER  
KIMBERLEY CHAMBERS


